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Knowdle provides companies with exponential and 
autonomous collective intelligence solutions which 

delivers real-time business intelligence and sustainable 
competitive advantages. Knowdle platform is scalable 

(access and analyze data at massive scale), and adaptable 
to all sort of companies and business challenges.
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Data has NO Value by itself. Once you transform 
data in knowledge and experience using our 

Wisdom Architecture and Services is when you 
will have ―wisdom‖. And wisdom is the most 
valuable assets a business has (a person has). 

A growing number of consumers and businesses 
are incorporating web and mobile smart apps 

into their daily routines, and companies are using 
data to provide more personalized, tailored 

experiences to their customers. 

In addition, companies are analyzing customer 
and operational (even things -IoT-) behavior to 

make better decisions. In order to extract 
valuable wisdom from them, they will need to 

consider two main assets:

i. people are social beings that work (live) 
in groups and most important, 

ii.human beings take decisions either with 
other people or involve with (being 

influenced by) other people. 

These (context, experiences and goals) are some 
of the valuable new uses for previously 

isolated data sources. 

ACI (Artificial Collective Intelligence) 
engines have emerged as the most 
accessible way to extract knowledge out of 
data across an organization in real time. ACI 
empowers developers to address complex 
business opportunities; it improves existing 
products, systems, and operations and 
develops efficient business models. 
Moreover, collective intelligence is the only 
¨tool¨ able to gain real-time operational 
and business intelligence to managing both 
costs reductions and sales increases.

Analysts can extract new data sources and 
ACI platform (as refinery platforms 
transform OIL in petroleum derivatives) 
transform it (data) in knowledge (using 
context and semantic infrastructures, facts 
and rules) more quickly and pull it into their 
intelligent platforms. Adding goals and 
experiences we obtain wisdom solutions. 
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―…Then there are the more involved decisions like who we add as ‗friends‘ on Facebook or
follow on Twitter and the weighted decisions we make that have budget implications.

Make 35.000 Better Decisions Each Day

Various internet sources estimate that an adult makes about 35,000 remotely conscious
decisions each day [in contrast a child makes about 3,000] (Sahakian &amp; Labuzetta,
2013). This number may sound absurd, but in fact, we make 226.7 decisions each day on
just food alone according to researchers at Cornell University (Wansink and Sobal, 2007).
As your level of responsibility increases, so does the smorgasbord of choices you are faced
with.

Each choice carries certain consequences - good and bad. This ability to choose is an
incredible and exciting power that we have each been entrusted with by our Creator and
for which we have an obligation to be good stewards of.

Choices compound - we see this most evidently in the choices we make with our
spending and the way they collectively impact the balance sheet. These accumulated
choices all work together over a lifetime to take us to various outcomes. Individual
choices that concern only ourselves – such as what to eat for lunch – will seemingly only
impact us personally, as they pertain to the time they require, the cost, the impact to our
taste buds, energy level and health, etc. However, a leader’s decisions always interact
with others choices and actions. These leadership decisions create a ripple effect for
spouses, families, teams, business units, organizations, communities, states, nations and
even the world-at-large. ―

35.000 Decisions: The Great Choices of 
Strategic Leaders

Knowdle ―Artificial Intelligence, Collective Intelligence and Knowledge Economy Whitepaper‖
analyzed IT consultancy leaders about their use of technology, and the results were very clear:
Artificial Intelligence and their integration possibilities are providing real value to the business,
whether it is integrating WaaS (Wisdom as a Service), increasing agility, or by creating new
exponential revenue streams.

In the future, the transformation value of ACI for businesses will increase exponentially. Every industry
and every customer touchpoint will find itself interacting with ACI engines, as developers further
implement the orchestration and presentation of valuable knowledge and autonomous experienced
systems. ACI are transforming modern businesses, and we are starting to see companies capitalize on
the opportunities that they provide growing better and faster.

Joel Hoomans

Semantic robots (crawlers) and decision engines as the keys to unlocking precious enterprise
wisdom architectures. ACI engines need to be combined with data enterprise connectivity to
actually free the data from information systems into really. ACI and semantic infrastructures make
the data consumable and reusable into smart rules and facts, thus they become ever more
valuable to business efficient solutions.
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How ACI engines are transforming smart business

As more and more AI engines come into use, 
the architecture underpinning them needs to 

evolve as well. Artificial Collective Intelligence 
provide a step forward for this equation. 
Information Systems can hybridize with 

Knowledge Based Systems. Organizations 
cannot simply attempt to deploy ACI on top of 
existing monolithic systems and processes and 

expect overnight transformation. 
Transformation begins with initiatives targeted 

at new innovative directions for the 
organization, such as embracing exponential 
smart microservices, mobile apps, processes 

and laying the groundwork for a world of 
connected sensors. Above all, embracing ACI 

will help ensure that these smart connections 
are made intelligently, efficiently and easy to 

adopt.

ACI engines and infrastructures are unique 
technology able to be a transformation lever to 
reduce costs and, at the same time, to increase 
income from clients.

Our survey confirms that organizations that have 
leveraged ACI solutions are experiencing increased 
productivity, increased innovation, increased 
employee engagement, and greater agility across 
teams. There‘s a connection to business value as 
well, generating revenue is considered the most 
important value that ACI engines provide to the 
team, processes and business.  As demonstrated 
above, ACI engines can become a significant 
source of revenue for businesses. 

ACI engines are 
changing the equation
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Changing role of the CIO

We are seeing CIOs shift from traditional IT delivery models to delivering
capabilities to their business, allowing the consumers of these capabilities to build
their own applications and processes. This is the decentralization of IT, where IT
no longer owns the applications but are governors of the data and must address
the necessary business transformation drivers. This will contribute to the
expanding partnership between business and IT. CIOs are beginning to embrace
their new role as a business enabler and are gaining confidence in doing things
differently. They recognize their role is no longer just about keeping the lights on
and the networks running. For this reason, successful CIOs will come to the table
with a vision that helps put the company on a course of action toward greater
digital transformation and exponential organizations. The key step will be
decentralizing IT by opening up data to developers and analysts, but mainly to
transform it into knowledge and autonomous collective decisions engines and
architectures so they can gain access to reusable data and easy deploy new
processes and agile business. Additionally, IT will standardize on business and
technology platforms to reduce their technology footprint.

How companies add value with ACI engines and 
knowledge-oriented infrastructures

Using ACI platform, under Knowdle Wisdom Services Solutions (KWS),
organizations can free themselves from the limitations of their legacy
systems and existing technology stack so that they can change the way the
deliver digital products and services to customers, partners, and employees
from a unique and disruptive point of view: collective and exponential
organizations.

Extraordinary changes are taking place in the enterprise which necessitate the
adoption of ACI engines. So what solutions are the above companies using to
power their ACI innovations? KNOWDLE WISDOM SERVICES.
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Rise of the ACI, wisdom and 
exponential knowledge economy 

More enterprises will adopt an ACI and 
knowledge-oriented strategy, with the goal of 

enabling greater agility and efficiency within their 
organizations and driving more innovation to 

compete with emerging startups that continue to 
erode their value proposition. Companies like Uber

and Slack have achieved major success through 
their open AI based approach, and we‘ll see 

established businesses start to follow a similar 
strategy. First, traditional enterprises will open up 
ACI internally to break down information silos and 

unlock data transforming into knowledge. The 
next natural step will be for enterprises to open up 
those information systems to ACI engines, creating 

new exponential revenue channels. For instance, 
in Mulesoft Connectivity Benchmark Report, more 
than a third (35%) of respondents stated that over 

a quarter of their organization's revenue came 
from APIs, only data-oriented actions. 

Imagine how this will increase when using ACI 
engines. We‘re only going to see this number 

increase, as organizations embrace the ACI, 
knowledge and exponential economy and 

recognize its scalable business value. 

Internet of Things (IoT) 

We expect to see interesting Internet of Things use 
cases come to life, rather than major steps forward 
in devices themselves. Every year at CES (Las Vegas, 
Global Stage for Innovation), hundreds of new IoT
devices are released, but it won‘t be the devices 
themselves that make waves. It will be the clever 
use of those devices - and their accompanying APIs 
- to generate value.

For instance, 90-year old pest control firm Rentokil 
connects its mousetraps through IoT technology 
and has increased operational efficiency through 
the automatic notifications of a caught animal and 
its size. One step forward, understanding context of 
actions and effects will provide interesting smart 
decisions and new business lines ever imagine only 
with data processing.

Overall, the key theme for organizations 
undergoing digital transformation will be 
identifying the value niches within industries that 
can benefit from IoT technology rather than trying 
to change the entire industry. For healthcare, it will 
likely be connected patients. For retail, it will be 
around making stronger connections between 
traditional and digital shopping through 
omnichannel. Behind all of these services, ACI 
engines with relevant context frameworks provide 
the link between the devices and new and 
unexpected exponential business revenues. 
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When it comes to the cloud, 
enterprises are in an awkward 
between stages—somewhere 
between the old world and new. 
CIOs will continue to adopt cloud 
data-oriented applications and seek 
better ways to connect on-premises 
systems and their cloud. 

Hybrid IT is now the reality for many 
enterprises, and many are going 
through a refresh of their platforms, 
both business and technology. They 
are looking for scalable ways to 
connect and move data to the 
cloud, on-premises and back again 
as needed. 

There is a big emphasis on ACI 
engines and wisdom-oriented 
architectures to unlock data and 
capabilities in a reusable way 
incorporating knowledge base-
oriented systems, with many 
companies looking to run their 
WaaS (Wisdom as a Service) in the 
cloud and in the data center. On-
premises ACI engines offer a 
seamless way to unlock legacy 
systems and connect them with 
cloud applications adding fact and 
rules schemas, which is crucial for 
businesses that want to make an 
intelligent cloud first strategy a 
reality. More businesses will run 
their ACI engines in the cloud as a 
knowledge middleware, providing 
elasticity to better cope with spikes 
in demand and make efficient 
connections, keeping data on their 
legacy systems and enabling them 
to adapt and innovate faster than 
competition with intelligent 
architecture and scalable smart 
business solutions. 

Wisdom on the Cloud 

We expect the value of ACI engines and 
architectures to the enterprise to increase 

as new ways are discovered to use 
knowledge. Every industry and every 

customer touchpoint will find itself 
interacting with ACI to improve results 

additional 20% over AI solutions driving 
them towards exponential autonomous 

organizations. 

Felipe García ―Knowdler‖, Co-founder, Knowdle

In the ACI online information we found IT leaders‘ biggest 
initiatives included modernizing legacy systems and 

integrating WaaS (Wisdom as a Service) applications. 

“

“
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Omnichannel strategy 

Many industries will turn to an omnichannel 
strategy to attract and retain customers by creating 
improved consumer experiences. By connecting the 
physical world with the online world, companies 
can bring new value and increase revenue 
opportunities. 

In particular, the retail industry will embrace an 
online-offline approach to increase sales, mainly 
they have no idea about profile of their customers. 
eCommerce stores will turn to a complementary 
brick and mortar store strategy, attempting to bring 
online shoppers in-store with exclusive offerings 
and deals, or add value by offering a unique 
experience beyond the ability to purchase in person. 
One example is eyewear retailer Warby Parker. It 
offers convenience and choice to its customers 
through a huge online selection, but it also provides 
custom fittings or repairs in their brick and mortar 
stores. 

Another industry that will take advantage of an 
omnichannel approach is financial services, which 
will look for ways to bring new products and 
services to market quicker through digital channels. 
This will mean improved mobile banking, faster 
payments and new consumer products. No matter 
the industry, companies turning to an omnichannel 
strategy will rely on APIs to create a link between 
cloud, on- premises systems and mobile—offering 
a seamless experience for their customers. 

Most relevant example of Knowdle is BUAALA, a 
whole media and entertainment system (including 
BUAALA APP) absolutely autonomous system with 
no human operation that interact with social 
networks to learn about potential users, activate it 
and finally offer them best options and products for 
them and their friends.

9
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Consumer goods producers and manufacturers.

If leveraging APIs (data oriented interfaces):

Increased productivity 58%
Increased innovation 48%
Increased employee engagement 43%
Increased speed in meeting LoB demands 35%
Greater agility across teams to self-serve IT 35%
Decreased operational costs 34%
Experienced revenue growth as a direct result
Too early to say 7%
None of these 1%

What business result(s) has 
your organization realized from 

leveraging ACI engines? 

Consumer goods are products bought for consumption by the
average consumer. Alternatively called final goods, consumer
goods are the end result of production and manufacturing and are
what a consumer will see on the store shelf. Clothing, food, and
jewelry are all examples of consumer goods. Basic or raw materials,
such as copper, are not considered consumer goods because they
must be transformed into usable products. They often use
omnichannel strategy. Omni-channel ecommerce (meaning, ―all‖
channels) unifies sales and marketing to create a single commerce
experience across your brand.

Mainly this companies have no idea about the consumer (end
consumer) because the channel has the knowledge about what
they really buy. At CRM the consumer goods producers and
manufacturers have the information about channel and need to
identify as much as possible the gap.

These are the companies that will reach exponential growths fast
with ACI Services of KNOWDLE.

AI efforts are focusing on increase profitability, but just collective intelligence can combine cross processes
and combine cost reduction and improving sales, not only with better average tickets, mainly with new un
unexpected business models.

Early adopters and early case studies demonstrate AI‘s potential to transform business processes, shake up
entire sectors, increase profits, and create new sources of value. AI applications are starting to reach
maturity, and companies with serious, proactive adoption strategies stand to gain significant competitive
advantages. There are many industry- and sector-specific use cases to inform companies when they
define a focused strategy. Also, while machine learning and deep learning underpin most opportunities,
industries will need to identify the AI technologies that will bring the most benefits to them, and then
start to develop their infrastructure, talent, and knowledge as early as possible to catch up on the learning
and adoption curves. ACI is more than the sum of its parts: for truly impressive gains, companies are
building their ACI capability across the value chain, integrating it into core processes, and using it to enable
their employees to be more productive.

Imagine how Artificial Collective 
Intelligence Decision Engines and 

Wisdom Architectures will grow up 
your results. 

1
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What percentage of your 
organization's revenue is 
generated from ACIS and 

ACI-related 
implementations? 

Following Mulesot API figures:

0% of revenue 10% 
1-10% of revenue 15% 

11-25% of revenue 35% 
26-50% of revenue 24% 

51-75% of revenue 9% 
76-100% of revenue 2% 

Don't know 5% 

Knowdle startups and clients increase more than 20% this
figure and reduce other cost other 20%.

However, while revenue generation is an important part of the
story, the impact of ACIs goes much further into organizations,
enabling transformation and agility at many levels, mainly
creating knowledge-oriented organizations and exponential
goals-oriented processes. ACI engines and infrastructures
enable enterprises to deploy smart apps quickly, in a
repeatable way, which leads to a faster pace of delivery, and
the ability to create new and innovative experiences quickly,
using growth hacking technics. In addition, ACI engines can
greatly reduce the cost of change, enabling IT and application
owners to change intelligent apps with minimal impact –
especially when there are numerous back-end integrations
involved. Integrating internal and external sources of
information and imbedding them easily in their knowledge
bases.

This is critical to agility since the pace of change of the front-
end applications is much faster than in the back-end
applications, creating extended smart SRM (Stakeholder
relationship Management). ACI engines also help enterprises
achieve operational efficiency, enabling greater visibility and
expanded capabilities since every ACI call (KWS) from the
mobile app to the backend system is tracked and traced
through an ACI reasoning and full explaining system like a hole
wisdom marketplace.
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The 4 Ds Robotization: Dull, Dirty, 
Dangerous & Dear.

Bernard Marr (Forbes), at Artificial Intelligence in Practice: How 50 Companies Used
AI & Machine Learning teach us how ―The first jobs that robots are doing and will
continue to take over are those that are dull, dirty, dangerous and dear. According to
forecasts from the International Federation of Robotics 1.7 million new robots will
be installed in factories around the world and will alter operations significantly by
2020. If the experts are accurate, our workplaces are soon to become much more
interesting, safe and clean.‖:

DULL. There are a lot of repetitive and tedious tasks robots are uniquely qualified
for. When they take care of these, it frees up the human workforce to focus on more
creative and interesting pursuits. From Amazon fulfillment centers to hotels and
even hospitals, robots are removing the tedium from many workplaces and often
saving money in the process. DIRTY. There are dirty jobs, most of which the average
human doesn‘t really know about, that just need to get done to keep our world
functioning. Robots are the perfect stand-in for humans for dirty jobs as diverse a
sewer reconnaissance, milking cows, autopsies and mine exploration. Mining giant
Rio Tinto invested in robo-trucks, a program that is one of the world‘s largest non-
military robot programs. DANGEROUS. We already use robots for dangerous
military situations, space exploration and bomb investigations and detonations, and
companies are starting to develop robots for security and police work; a robo-cop
already serves on the Dubai Police force. DEAR. When a robot can be deployed on a
project and it results in saving money or reducing delays, such as to check out
progress at a construction project job site, it‘s just one more way robot earns their
keep.

As Bernard Marr describe ―Humans are still more flexible and dexterous, they can
think beyond algorithms to come up with unique ways of solving problems, they are
empathetic, have emotional intelligence and more‖. Military drones still have
human pilots, the tank that investigates sewer pipes has humans at the controls to
make decisions from the visual and data that is reported back, and humans still have
to program, repair and teach robots, for the most part.

Robots may take over more and more of the task‘s humans do in the physical world,
but that will free up humans to dig into problems and jobs that require more
creativity and brain power rather than brute physical or algorithmic strength. Robots
allow humans to enhance their roles, but it will inevitably require training and new
skill acquisition.

No matter where you fall on the spectrum of robots leading to impending doom or
tremendous opportunity, change is coming. And it is clear that those who adapt to
the change through education and training will be poised to thrive in our future
economy.‖

At KNOWDLE believe that ―robots are not part of the problem‖, ―robots are part of the
solutions‖, and what KNOWDLE technology provide is a human augmented collective
intelligence in order to left humans will also work alongside their robot colleagues and
workplaces will be able to leverage what each one is best at doing.
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Unlock the power of ACIs for your business 
Knowdle Wisdom Services (KWS) is purpose-built to enable ACI innovations through an approach known as API-
led connectivity. KWS is the only AI collective intelligence-based marketplace that allows organizations to truly
deliver on their smart digital transformation goals through designing, running, managing, and analyzing services
and ACI using a single, unified platform and very agile middleware and AI oriented services.

Following with ―35,000 Decisions: The Great Choices of Strategic Leaders‖ as was posted by Dr. Joel Hoomans
―Values-based decisions significantly help us make better ethical choices, occupational-career choices, faith-related
choices, political choices, and relational choices (Rokeach, 23). They can also help speed up our ability to make choices by
way of helping us recognize the values preferences they contain (Rokeach, 23).

Researchers Verplanken and Holland found that individuals only made choices consistent with their values if those values
were ‗cognitively activated‘ (e.g. if they were conscious of their values in the decision context) (Parks & Russell, 677). The
research reveals that when we make values-based decisions we tend to feel more positive about them and they can
actually lend themselves to our ongoing motivation (Parks & Russell, 679). As such, a leader in the ranks of an organization
with the shared values of scholarship, service and spiritual formation would do well to prioritize decision choices specific to
how well they support and advance those values. Each person and organization has a different set of values that need to
be leveraged in leadership decisions.‖

iNIT

SMART

WISE

COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE AGE
Collective Intelligence Processes

COLLECTIVE WISDOM AGE
Collective Intelligence Optimum Processes

AUTONOMOUS WISDOM AGE
Optimum Predictive Decisions Processes

PHASE I
DECISION SUPPORT

RECOMMENDATION MODE

PHASE II
GOALS ORIENTED

RECOMMENDATION GOALS MODE

PHASE III
AUTONOMOUS DECISIONS

AUTONOMOUS DECISION ORIENTED

REASONING MODE
• Descriptive 70%-100%
• Prescriptive 5%-10%
• Predictive 50%

REASONING MODE
• Descriptive 100%
• Prescriptive 25%-40%
• Predictive 70%

REASONING MODE
• Descriptive 100%
• Prescriptive 75%-80%
• Predictive 90%

ROADMAP

INIT

BOOTING

READY

COLLECTIVE KNOWLEDGE AGE
Advanced Collective Intelligence Processes

COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE AGE
Optimal Advanced Collective Intelligence 

Processes

ADVANCED COLLECTIVE 
INTELLIGENCE AGE

Advanced Collective Intelligence Predictive 
Processes

INFERENCE ENGINE
REASONING MODE

• Descriptive 50%
• Prescriptive 0%-5%
• Predictive 5%- 10%

INFERENCE ENGINE
REASONING MODE

• Descriptive 75%
• Prescriptive 2%-8%
• Predictive 10%-20%

INFERENCE ENGINE
REASONING MODE

• Descriptive 90%
• Prescriptive 5%-10%
• Predictive 60%

DECISION SUPPORT AGE

Information systems are data-oriented infrastructures
that are not oriented to goals and knowledge and
unable to store facts and rules, that are knowledge-
oriented structures.

Knowdle use a wide and complex set of revolutionary
technologies based on low-code, semantic
engineering, collective intelligence algorithm,
improving engines, ethic engine, sentiment
interpretation and corporate exponential goal-
oriented architectures that are a breakthrough in the
capability of businesses to reach their exponential
objectives. Innovative technologies are costly to
develop, require time and are expensive. Enterprises
and Startups often, don‘t have the time or the
resources to develop them. We provide them with our
AI platform to improve their business and add value to
their offering. We bootstrap them to grow faster.
State of the art technology fast and efficiently.

An old saying tells us that "the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts". A fancier way of saying this is
with the term emergent properties, a term used in
science, systems theory, philosophy, urban studies
and even art. "Emergent properties" refer to those
properties that are entirely unexpected and include
emergent phenomena in materials and emergent
behavior in living creatures. They arise from the
collaborative functioning of a system, but do not
belong to any one part of that system. In other words,
emergent properties are properties of a group of
items, whether insects, atoms or buildings, that you
would not find in any of the individual items.
Examples of emergent properties include cities, the
brain, ant colonies and complex chemical systems.

PHASES OF ACI DEPLOYMENT

ACI INITIAL PHASES 13
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Knowdle Wisdom Services: Domain-Specific Applications

Knowdle provides an application semantic layer where enterprises can build use case- specific workflows,
analytics, machine learning models, and reports that monitor, correlate, analyze, alert and provide
immediate visibility into the performance and behavior of a business‘s digital smart decisions. In addition
to providing top-down, analytic results necessary to make fast decisions, the platform also enables users
to run ad-hoc queries on data as it streams into the system.

It is exactly what KNOWDLE reach with our KWS Solutions due to our collective intelligence (ACI)
algorithm and our platform of autonomous, scalable, adaptable and self-manageable solutions portfolio,
compose of:

The definition of growth hacking isn‘t easy to nail
down, but, we could consider growth hacking means
rapidly experimenting with different marketing
tactics, advertising efforts, smart decisions, and other
tasks to quickly convert leads and generate sales.
More importantly, when it comes to growth hacking,
it is less important to take into consideration cost-
benefit analyses, expenses related to marketing and
advertising, or any other metric. By definition,
growth hacking focuses almost exclusively on — you
guessed it — growth.

Growth hacking ACI services avoid it happens very
quickly and in a very autonomous and smart way.
The goal is to try experimental processes, accept or
rule them out, and move on to the next thing.
There‘s no long-term goal here other than growth.
Something that ACI GHaaS provide easily to the
companies.

1. GHaaS
GROWTH HACKING as a SERVICE

―For a startup, growing too quickly can produce just
as spectacular a failure as growing too slowly,‖
observed New York Times technology writer Farhad
Manjoo. Growing pains are inevitable for any
company that‘s scaling fast. You‘re going to make
some mistakes along the way – and that‘s just fine.
The key is how quickly you can learn from those
mistakes and correct course.

2. GTaaS
GROWTH TALENT as a SERVICE

14
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Your effectiveness in managing your business
decision making will ultimately determine the
success of your company. While this is a problem for
companies of all sizes, we have found that this is
particularly true for companies that are growing
rapidly. Without clear mechanisms for managing,
communicating and confirming decision
implementation it can be easy for your business to
spin out of control.

Use these smart services as supporting decisions will
be crucial for a network of interconnected decisions
to forms the essence of your business. Decisions for
your vision and mission statement will define your
company's identity and aspirations. These decisions,
along with your core values, will determine the
business morals and values for your company.
Strategic decisions will define your target markets,
needed core competencies, value chain participation,
competition, and funding. Decision making in
management is an essential skill required for the
organization to succeed.

Keeping track of all these decisions can quickly
become overwhelming. Get beyond a few people in
your company or organization and communication
and alignment on strategic decisions becomes
critical. Managing decision making in business clearly
determines the likely success of the company.

3. GDEaaS
GROWTH DECISIONS ENGINES as a 
SERVICE

GTaaS provide a smart suite of tools as a service for
provide some talent management strategies that
fast-growing companies can implement before their
growth spirals out of control like our own startup
use. Facing the relentless business pressures of
digital transformation and disruptive automation
companies—and the leaders on whose backs they
thrive or fail—must rapidly advance and broaden
their leadership capabilities to survive. The resulting
sense of urgency, paired with ever-intensifying
competitive forces, makes the search for evidence-
based growth levers a crucial corporate imperative.

Knowdle suite of services provide a very disruptive
approach with collective intelligence to this
automation process.

We have identified the Collective 
Intelligence Decision Engines for 

managing your business decisions to 
support team on that task. With this 

Decisions Engines we can provide 
tools to manage your decisions and 

reuse past decisions. Even be able to 
provide machine learning on the 

process. Include the decision-making 
process engines as an ongoing 

"conversation for action."
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Collective Intelligence Benchmarking (CIB) is an
emerging and increasingly popular approach being
adopted by monitoring tool vendors to ascertain a
baseline of performance for a given service or
application, based upon aggregated (often network)
data from hundreds/thousands of end users. The
aggregated data can be internal or external,
although shared datasets from third-party end users
is anonymized.

4. GBaaS
GROWTH BENCHMARKING ENGINES 
as a SERVICE

Why Use Collective Intelligence Benchmarking?

• Project Planning: Perhaps you‘re interested in a migration project, but you're not sure
if it‘s worth the effort. CIB technologies can show you how other organizations who
have migrated are performing so that you can baseline what success should look like
for you, beyond a simple "launched" or "in-progress" status.

• Staying competitive: Have insight into how other IT teams are performing both within
your organization and outside your organization. With that visibility you can
understand how your peers' environments are performing, being used, and built (OS,
key metrics such as CPU, etc.) and in turn, know where you need to make
improvements.

• Budget Rationalization: Use internal and external peer data on their environment
performance and usage to make intelligent budgeting decisions. For instance, if you
see a large percentage of your industry peers with virtualized systems and your team
has been considering moving to VDI recently, this piece of information can be a
helpful factor in making that decision.

• Asset Management: See the ―age‖ of other enterprises' technologies, like hardware
and operating systems, so that next time you are asked about a laptop (or other)
refresh, you can make a decision that considers where you stand relative to your
peers.

Our suite of ACI services provide a unique and disruptive approach 
that combine internal and external benchmarking integrated with 

our Collective Intelligence algorithm that will help your 
organization for better decision and exponentials growths. 
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Branded content is an effective response to an
increasingly saturated market. Today, users are
overwhelmed with ads and information at all times,
to the point that many of them resort to solutions
such as ad blockers.

In this situation, brands need to look for new ways to
connect with their audience, impact them in creative
ways and convey the values they represent. Branded
content is a great solution to all these needs.

Therefore, with KNOWDLE ACI Branded Content
Services we will see what exactly branded content is,
what advantages it has for brands and a history of
transform the traditional advertising: ―let what you
love find you‖.

5. GBCaaS
GROWTH BY INTELLIGENT BRANDED 
CONTENT as a SERVICE

All organizations are data-oriented. 99,99% of
companies have Information Systems that are not
able to integrate facts and rules or knowdlege-based
systems in their infrastructures on their legacy
systems.

Knowdle Intelligent Middleware is the invisible glue
that holds critical smart operations together – the
technology might not be visible but the business
benefits are clearly noticeable. This powerful
architecture and technology produces a more smart
and semantic communications environment that can
be leveraged by applications running on your legacy
systems. You can use Intelligent Middleware to bring
together the best elements of Collective intelligence
integration architectures, combining a hybrid
environment of data and knowledge without any risk
and easy way adoption.

6. GKWAREaaS
GROWTH KNOWLEDGEWARE as a 
SERVICE

THE ARCHITECTURE
Scalable & flexible cloud 
infrastructure guarantees 

exponential growth

ENGINES

HUMAN-MACHINE 
INTERACTIONS

ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEM

DIGITAL SERVICES

PLATFORMS

INFRAESTRUCTURES

DATA BASES

KNOWLEDGE BASE
(FACTS & RULES)

ACI KWS SMART ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURES

S E MANTIC CONECTORS

COLLECTIVE SEMANTIC 
BUS INESS MODEL

API CONNECTORS
AI INTERFACES
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Customers 

Employees 

Shareholders 

Providers

...

Collective 
decisions

KNOWLEDGE MODELS
(FACTS & RULES)

COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCES
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What types of problems we can solve for you?

INTELLIGENT DECISIONS OVER SMART CLASSIFICATION: Based on a set of training data,
transforming on knowledge and categorize new inputs as belonging to one of a set of
dynamic categories. An example of classification is identifying whether an image contains a
specific type of object, such as a cat or a dog, or a product of acceptable quality coming from a
manufacturing line.

CONTINUOUS ESTIMATION: Based on a set of training data on different context, estimate
the next numeric value in a sequence. This type of problem is sometimes described as
―prediction,‖ particularly when it is applied to time series data on different contexts and
different knowledge sources. One example of continuous estimation is forecasting the sales
demand for a product, based on a set of input data such as previous sales figures, consumer
sentiment, and weather.

CLUSTERING: These problems require a system to create a set of categories, for which
individual data instances have a set of common or similar contextual characteristics. An
example of clustering is creating a set of consumer segments, based on a set of data about
individual consumers, including demographics, preferences, and buyer behavior. All other
optimization: These problems require a system to generate a set of outputs in several
dynamic sceneries and contexts that optimize outcomes for a specific objective function
(some of the other problem types can be considered types of optimization, so we describe
these as ―all other‖ optimization). Generating a route for a vehicle that creates the optimum
combination of time and fuel utilization is an example of optimization.

ANOMALY DETECTION: Given a training set of data over contexts, determine whether
specific inputs are out of the ordinary. For instance, a system could be trained on a set of
historical vibration data associated with the performance of an operating piece of machinery,
and then determine whether a new vibration reading suggests that the machine is not
operating normally. Anomaly detection can be considered a subcategory of classification.

RANKING: Ranking algorithms are used most often in information retrieval problems where
the results of a query or request needs to be ordered by some criterion. Recommendation
systems suggesting next product to buy use these types of algorithms as a final step, sorting
suggestions by relevance, before presenting the results to the users.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FORECASTING: These systems provide recommendations based
on a set of training data over different contexts. A common example of recommendations are
systems that suggest ―next product to buy‖ for an individual buyer or a group of buyers,
based on the buying patterns of similar individuals, and the observed collective behavior of
the people.

DATA GENERATION: These problems require a system to generate appropriately novel
collective data based on training data over several contexts. For instance, a music
composition system might be used to generate new pieces of music in a particular style, after
having been trained on pieces of music in that style.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Cases Studies

I. MEDIA.
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Knowdle Media solutions connect your brand, your contents with
their target audience. Is it just me or do all the MEDIA marketing
campaigns make you cry? If you‘ve s campaign, you‘ll know what I‘m
talking about. Knowdle MEDIA suit‘s goal is to make audience feel
good about themselves. They know their target market and create
content that tells a story that audience (you and your friends or
people ―around‖ you) can relate to, can share and can.

Each post, tweet, like… makes you want to find what you love. There
are a lot of people who take photos, selfies… of their watch before,
after even during they consume contents. Do you, or could you, have
a bit more fun with your brand?

Here are some ideas for having fun with your brand:

• Are you on different social media channels? If you‘re B2B you might not think that Instagram is
for you, but it can be a great way to demonstrate your brand values by telling a story.

• Key influencers/bloggers can be a great way to different types of content and to see how they
have fun with your brand (if this is new to you, read our post on the rise of the social media
influencer).

• Instead of posting behind-the-scenes photos at your head office, can you encourage your
followers to share their experiences with your brand? Maybe host an event or go out and meet
them.

Smart content planning and timely delivery
• Many brands are well known for their creative social media marketing. They must have a big

design team to produce their content, but it works! They are consistent with their branding
and manage to catch onto real time events.

• Do you plan your social media content out? If you‘re in B2B and don‘t currently create content
read here for some B2B content marketing tips to help you get started.

• It‘s always a good idea to prepare content ahead of time. If you can schedule content on a
monthly basis – perfect, but if not bi-weekly is great. That way you can check what events are
coming up and plan content around them. This gives you time for any ad hoc creative to be
done, such as jumping on real-time.

But, have you any complete and autonomous technology to learn about your customers, content
―eaters‖, how your clients influence on others and how it increases your sales? Knowdle provide you
such technology and it works. BUAALA (www.buaala.com) is an amazing, robust and whole solutions
for media and entertainment.
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Cases Studies

II. TALENT.
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There are many study cases over how big data, social networks,
MOOCs, even AI improve the results of this solutions over your
company profits, but NONE of them can guarantee that your teams
are the best options for the tasks that they are involve on.

Cases about data analytics journey. About of importance on the
gathering and interpreting of workforce data. Others provides a
useful case studies of effective human capital management
reporting in action and demonstrates the importance between the
successful alignment of business and HR strategy underpinned by
clear HCM measures. Other over provides support is through a
professional HR Metrics and Workforce Planning network which
helps organizations boroughs report on, explore and share people
data to improve performance. And so on.

But only Knowdle (www.taalentfy.com) can provide a unique and
disruptive algorithm and solution that understand the team
capabilities and abilities to achieve optimal results.

III. FINTECH. KNOWDLE (www.fintech.knowdle.ai) offers a digital, bioinspired ACI-
based payment and debt collection software platform to manage
accounts receivables. The end-to-end process of e-invoicing,
payment reminder mechanisms and debt collection processes help
companies to balance between recovery rate, costs and customer
retention.

Our platform enables businesses to manage both incoming and
outgoing payments centrally, offering flexibility in terms of payment
methods, and providing support for multiples cash flow profiling.
Merchants get varied options including prepaid cards, electronic
wallets, mobile wallets, and electronic money transfer. Artificial
Collective Intelligence cash flow management gives businesses the
ability to control the date on which payment is made and/or receipt
is collected, opt for their currency of choice, and operate
internationally with ease and at lower fees.

Even fraud detection could provide your company, your providers
even your clients, a unique and very efficient approach increase the
revenues of a very efficient cash flow approach.

Our crawlers can provide to our algorithms news sources of
knowledge for better decisions.
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Cases Studies

IV. LOGISTICS.
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KNOWDLE (www.rutalia.club) is looking ahead, ACI has the potential
to significantly augment current logistics activities from end to end
with new business models over B2C, B2B2C and B2B as well. As in
other industries, ACI will fundamentally extend human efficiency in
terms of reach, quality, and speed by eliminating mundane and
routine work. Moreover, could find new and disruptive business
models that you ever imagine. This will allow logistics workforces to
focus on more meaningful and impactful work.

KNOWDLE group think there has never been a more exciting time for
collaboration between logistics, consumers, complementary offer
and technology professionals as they enable ACI in logistics.

The combinations of this Wisdom as a Service solutions increase the
profits of your clients, your providers (distributors) and your company
not only decreasing operational costs. You will find how increase the
sales in the same way.

Finally, what Value we can bring to your company?

1. Accurate forecast demand, optimize supply, and shape future offerings for success
2. Produce: Get more out of machines while minimizing maintenance and repairs
3. Promote: Charge the right price and deliver the right message to the right target
4. Provide: Give customers a rich, personalized, and convenient experience
5. ACI-driven logistics optimization can reduce costs through real-time forecasts and behavioral coaching
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info@knowdle.com | Tel.  +34 910 800 000

KNOWDLE TEAM

Why KNOWDLE.

Knowdle (pronounced /ˈnɒd(ə)l/) provides companies with exponential
and autonomous collective intelligence solutions which delivers real-
time business intelligence and sustainable competitive advantages.
Knowdle platform is scalable (access and analyze data at massive scale),
and adaptable to all sort of companies and business challenges.

The KNOWDLE KWS Platform allows companies of all sizes to gain real-
time operational and business intelligence from real streaming and
historical data, in-cloud or on-prem.

KNOWDLE ingests operational or streaming data, regardless of source -
IT infrastructure, sensors, business applications, clickstream, IoT devices,
network traffic, web servers, CRMs. If it is involved in running your
business, KNOWDLE can collect, monitor, analyze and visualize your
data, and moreover, can help your organization to take more efficient
decisions.

About KNOWDLE

Knowdle delivers near real-time artificial collective intelligent
operational and business insights from analytics on streaming and
historical data to operations, IT, security and business teams at the
world‘s largest organizations. The KNOWDLE KWS Platform collects,
enhances and analyzes machine, business and operational knowledge,
at scale, from across the enterprise.

For more information about KNOWDLE WISDOM SERVICES and SOLUTIONS, visit our

resources section on www.knowdle.ai
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